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Bari Ziperstein, Bzippy & Co

“Artists are natural entrepreneurs. As an artist with a multidisciplinary practice,  I 
felt it was important to have a design line; fine art isn’t always accessible.” 

Bari Ziperstein is the founder of Bzippy & Co., a small ceramics production stu-
dio located in Los Angeles. As creative director, Bari originates the designs of the 
home décor collection and collaborates with assistants who handcraft the piec-
es for limited production. In this endeavor, Bari becomes the mentor passing on 
skills to the former students she hires to assist in her business.

 All objects in Bzippy collections are hand-constructed and assembled from clay 
slabs and extruded forms and, depending on the design line, are fabricated in a 
variety of sizes and glazes. Currently shop collections include floral vases, coast-
ers, planters, lamps, and side tables. Custom tiles can be negotiated with interior 
design and architectural firms, and ’made to order’ collections with retail partners 
who want an exclusive. A unifying element across all design lines is the glaze 
palette that is distinctively California – recalling the high key, saturated colors of 
industrialized cities – and the seemingly massive and solid stance, raw materiality, 
and geometric stacking volumes of the ‘brutalist’ inspired lines.   

bzippyandcompany.com

Ben Medansky

"The objective of my work is to bring enjoyment and insight into the daily rituals of 
our living environments."

Ben's design line includes bowls, cups, containers, coffee drippers, pouring pitch-
ers, pipes, planters, and light fixtures. These functional works are uniquely hand-
crafted in his Los Angeles studio with simple forms and practical design. Their 
rough textures and earthy palette are reflective of the desert landscape of his 
native Arizona. 

Ben estimates that he has “made thousands of cups,” some to fulfill custom or-
ders for coffee houses, and some to supply the design stores that represent his 
work. Other cups  – all limited editions – were fabricated to service the Mug So-
ciety he created: a "membership club" where members pay an annual enrollment 
fee for which they are entitled to receive four mugs, exclusive to club members. 
Ben devised this promotion as a way to build excitement and anticipation for new 
product while developing a loyal customer base. Excited by the limited edition as-
pect of the mugs, Los Angeles County Museum of Art recently acquired examples 
for its permanent collection.

Making it Work: Production by Design is an exhibition on view at the American 
Museum of Ceramic Art (AMOCA) in Southern California. Featured are five artists/
artist collaborators pursuing careers in both camps of fine and applied art. In this 
way, they represent the model of the artist/entrepreneur practiced at mid-20th 
century by ceramists who operated modestly scaled commercial studios where 
they created limited production ware alongside unique work. These artists have 
established ceramic studios where they originate design lines that reflect current 
trends in contemporary culture: elegantly formed, essential, organic shapes that 
function beautifully with everyday use. Their creative output also includes bodies 
of work intended for gallery and museum spaces, engaging concept and sculp-
tural principles in place of the functional considerations of their production lines. 

Enabled by social media, online selling platforms, designer showrooms, and re-
tail outlets these ceramists offer their handcrafted tabletop, serving ware, and 
home décor in limited production to the global market. Thoughtfully hand-mak-
ing their design lines alongside their gallery work in their Los Angeles studios, 
the artists are reinventing the business of small art potteries while building their 
fine art practices. This blended, more democratic attitude of working with clay’s 
functional and sculptural attributes seems to reflect the enlightened cross-disci-
plinary approach current among young artists who validate the aesthetic possi-
bilities inherent in all art disciplines.

Clay Artists/Entrepreneurs 
Make It Work
By Jo Lauria 
Adjunct curator, American Museum of Ceramic Art, USA
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Peter Sheldon, Sheldon Ceramics 

“Sheldon Ceramics is a pottery studio and research lab based in downtown Los 
Angeles. We make thoughtfully designed handmade pottery to enhance the 
home.”

Sheldon Ceramics is a small Los Angeles production studio founded by Peter 
Sheldon. Peter’s training in production pottery has enabled him to be fast and 
efficient on the potter’s wheel. The experienced hands of Peter and his assistant 
handcraft all the functional pieces that comprise dinner and serving ware, table-
top objects, and home décor. 

The concepts underpinning new design lines are Peter’s expressions of his expe-
riences and interpretations that he actualizes through surface and shape: the rus-
tic quality of the Farmhouse Collection reflects the rural Vermont of his childhood; 
the Terra Cotta line of earth-bound, stately vessels draws on travels to Mexico and 
observations of the work of indigenous craftsmen; and the experimental textures 
and forms of the Gallery Art Collection derive from the framework of the testing 
lab. 

Through signature glazes and custom clays, and the method of hand-throwing on 
the wheel, Peter assures that each functional piece is unique and nuanced, and 
every design line distinctive for its variations and personality. The stratagem at-
tracts a robust customer base that includes wholesale and retail markets, restau-
rant partnerships, “made to order” commissions, and direct to consumer sales 
through social media. 

sheldonceramics.com

Ben is equally dedicated to the making of his sculptural work. He views working 
on both sides of the line – producing functional work and signature art pieces – as 
an opportunity for "redirection and reinvention." What is most important is finding 
the balance to do both well: "It may be difficult to balance creative and business 
sides of the company, but I always make sure I center my day before I center my 
clay." 

benmedansky.com

     
Nobuhito Nishigawara, W/R/F Lab 

“Influenced by the history of Japanese ceramics, I established a line of everyday 
handmade dinnerware based on the Japanese Mingei philosophy of creating 
functional objects with a minimal, well-crafted design.” 

Japanese artist Nobuhito Nishigawara founded W/R/F Lab to craft limited pro-
duction runs of hand-thrown dinner and serving ware, and other household items 
such as vases and planters. Nobuhito’s goal is to offer a line of casual, functional 
pieces that reflect the Japanese aesthetic of minimal, elegant forms. Each piece is 
beautifully shaped on the potter's wheel and retains subtle details of its process. 
When finished and glazed, the forms grace the hand when touched and grace the 
table when displayed. 

W/R/F Lab believes in keeping their production straightforward. The first tabletop 
collection was available in "Original," a creamy semi-matte glaze, and this collec-
tion is still in production. Other glaze colors are developed, tested, and added to 
the line in stages. Currently, there are several neutral shades of white, black, and 
gray, and rich jewel tones offered. These monochromatic glazes are muted, satu-
rated, and all have similar tonal value. Because of the simplicity of form and glaze, 
many pieces can be intermixed to create a polychromatic place setting. 

wrflab.comIn
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Ana Henton and Mel Keedle, Still Life Ceramics 

“Our collection is our conversation in clay. The shapes, colors, and direction come 
from the back and forth language we have developed in our studio.”

Ana Henton and Mel Keedle are co-founders in the joint venture Still Life Ceram-
ics. Each brings her individual talents to the table: the partnership benefits from 
Mel’s experience as a potter, shaping clay on the wheel according to rigorous 
demands; and Ana’s training as an architect that engenders her constructivist ap-
proach to silhouette, volume, and space. Both have highly attuned senses to color 
and texture, and participate equally in glaze development and selection.

Still Life Ceramics perceives itself as a ceramics studio, store, and open workshop 
for pottery classes and lectures. The core business of the studio is to generate 
a production line of functional housewares and a yearly art collection. Ana elab-
orates: “From my architecture background I tend to look at each collection as a 
project. There is a concept, a narrative, and an inspiration that drives the look and 
feel for the collection of year. Once we make the main pieces of the line then we 
start working through the process of production.”

By focusing on small batch production, the partners are able to meet the needs 
of their clients who are often chefs, designers, and boutique labels. Through an 
exchange of ideas and collaboration at each step of the process, Ana and Mel pro-
duce unique design lines customized to client’s needs, and also make available an 
open collection of functional art for the home.
stilllifeceramics.com

Making it Work: Production by Design, 7 April – 16 Sept 2018, American Museum of Ceramic Art, 
Pomona, California, www.amoca.org. 
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Image 1:  

Ben Medansky Cup display.

Image courtesy of AMOCA

Image 2:

Peter Sheldon

faceted tumblers

Image courtesy of AMOCA

Image 4:

Still Life Ceramics

Image courtesy of AMOCA

Image 3:

WRF Lab tableware.

Image courtesy of AMOCA
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